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Dear Friends,

The temperature is warming up and this is not the only good news of

this month. : 

26 French startups applied to the accelerator program NETVA

We  are  proud  to  anounce  that  the  MS&T  will  partner  with

GIANT for the 2011 edition of the French American Innovation

Day.

A new edition of the Café des Sciences, focused on Optics, is

coming up

And, as usual, a lot of news and great job opportunities coming from

France and New England ! 

 

Enjoy the reading !

NEWS : 26 French High-Tech Startups Competing

for the NETVA Program !
 

The call for proposal  deadline for the second

edition  of  the  startup  accelerator  program

NETVA took place on the May 1, 2011 !  

 

This  year,  NETVA  raised  high  interest  from  the  French  startups

community  from  all  over  France.  The  national  call  for  projects,

supported by our main partner, Retis (n°1 network for innovation and

entrepreneurship  in  France) attracted 26 innovative  projects  from

various industries. 

A  summary  of their  projects will  soon be available  on the NETVA

website : www.netvafrance.com 

 



- Consulate General of
France in Boston

- French American Chamber
of Commerce
- CCEF Boston

- www.innovationamerica.us

Related links
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Publications (in French)
- Office for Science and

Technology in the US
- Office for Sience and
Technology in Boston
- Young Entrepreneurs

Initiative
- NETVA (French Start-Up

Accelerator)
- FAID Conference

- Technology Transfers
Exchanges (FAT²E)

 

The French-American juries will gather on May 16 at the Ministry of

Foreign  Affairs  in  Paris  and in Boston on June 1st  to  select  the  5

laureates  of  the  program.  They  will  be  granted  an  intensive

entrepreneurial  training and accelerator  week in Boston. Personal 

mentors will then be nominated for each company. 

 

If  you  are  a  US-based  entrepreneur  or  a  high-level  business  /

technology  professional  and  would  like  to  be  part  of  the

NETVA mentors community, don't wait any longer and contact David

Boucard-Planel. We look forward to working with you.

 

NEWS : The 2011 French American Innovation

Day Adressing Nanotechnology Applied to Health
 

The  Office  of  Science  and  Technology

(Boston  Office)  is  partnering  with

Grenoble  Innovation for Advanced New

Technologies  (GIANT)  Campus  for  the

2011  edition  of  our  flagship  event,  the

French  American  Innovation  Day.  The

event  will  take  place  on  December  6th  at  Harvard  Medical

School Conference Center in Longwood. 100 to 150 academic and

corporate participants from both countries are expected to join.

 

The event will focus on  Nanotechnologies applied to health and will

gather prominent speakers in this field, coming from both USA and

France. 

 

The provisional  sessions will  enlighten attendees on "the  future  of

medicine"  and  "Advanced  technologies  applied  to  Health"  with

various approaches: from applied and fundamental research to the 

experience of startups, as well as a regulatory outline.

 

The OST is already working hard on the preparation for this event and

welcomes  expressions  of  interest  from  potential  partners  or

sponsors.")

 

About Giant

GIANT is a French cluster gathering 8 institutions in Grenoble region

including CNRS, CEA, EMBL, as well  as companies and university  /

engineering  schools.  Please  find  a  detailed  description  in  our

"Innovation Actor of the Month" article.

Innovation Actor of the Month : Grenoble

Innovation for Advanced Technologies Campus

(GIANT)
 

In  Grenoble,  at  the  heart  of  the

French  Alps,  the  GIANT

partnership is forging dynamic new



links between education, research

and  industry to foster  the  technological  breakthroughs  that

will be the economic value drivers of the future.

 

The aim of the GIANT project is to respond to major challenges

confronting  our  society  today,  such  as  communication

technology, renewable energy and environmental problems,

bioscience and human health. 

 

The GIANT campus hosts more than 6,000 researchers, 5,000 industry

professionals and as many students on a  250 hectares site, and its

overall budget is $1 billion per year.

  

GIANT hosts highly innovative institutions from :

the  academic  world  - Grenoble  Ecole  de

Management (Grenoble  EM), Grenoble  Institute  of

Technology (Grenoble  INP)  and  the  University  Joseph

Fourier (UJF) -  

major  French research institutions - CEA (French Alternative

Energies  and Atomic  Energy  Commission  )  and CNRS  (French

National Center for Atomic Research) 

Leading  European  laboratories  -  the European  Synchrotron

Research Facility (for cutting-edge science with photons), the

Institut  Laue-Langevin  (world  leader  in  neutron  science  and

techniques). and the European Molecular Biology Laboratory    

These  eight  institutions  have  joined  forces  under  a  single

banner,  the  GIANT  Innovation  Campus,  driven  by  a  common

goal: to become one of the world's top campuses in research,

higher education, and technology transfer to industry. Scientists

working in the various institutions publish 5000 publications per

year and file more than 500 patents annually.

One of GIANT's main features is its will to restructure the site into six

coherent  centers  of  excellence,  thereby  increasing  visibility  and

attractiveness at a worldwide level.

3 technological centers of excellence in applied research, that bring

together research and technological platforms, higher education and

industry :

MINATEC, one  of the  major  micro-nanotechnology  campuses

worldwide

GreEn  (Grenoble  renewable  Energy)  that  focuses  on  new

energy storage and production technologies

NanoBio  that  aims  to  develop  new,  miniaturized  tools  to

improve analysis, diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of

diseases.

3 transversal centers of excellence :

The  EPN  Science  Campus,  gathering  three  major  European



Institutes and providing highly attractive instruments, able to

explore the matter at anatomic level  

Major institutes in nanosciences, cryogenics, material sciences

and life science such as CNRS. 

The Genoble School of Management, with a specific degree in

Innovation and Technology Management.  

To reach that goal, $1.5 billion will be invested over 6 years , half of

it  will  be  dedicated  to  the  developement  of  the  centers  of

excellence(2010-2015) , the other half being used to fund Amenities

and transportation infrastructures

By 2015, the GIANT  campus should be home to  more than 30,000

students, researchers and students, with an annual  budget of $1,5

billion.

Research news from France : Discovery of a Key

Longevity Gene Opens New Perspectives for

Healthy Aging 

An  inverse  correlation  between  fertility  and

longevity has been observed in many species. In

1999,  it  was  shown  that  reproductive  tissues

reduce longevity  since ablation of the germline

(that produces sperm and oocytes) increased life

expectancy.  

 

 

Researchers  from  the  Molecular  Biology  Laboratory  (CNRS/Ecole

Normale Supérieure de Lyon/Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1) have

discovered  a  powerful  gene,  called  nhr-80,  that  mediates  this

longevity program. Their  results suggest that it  will  be possible to

activate  longevity  programs  by  manipulating  nhr-80  and  without

affecting  reproduction!  These  findings  may  therefore  give  rise  to

therapeutic targets for fighting diseases associated with aging.

This  research may  ultimately  make it  possible  to  recapitulate  the

benefits of germline ablation in fertile animals. According to Hugo

Aguilaniu, this could be achieved in the near future. It is very likely

that  new  targets  will  be  unveiled  for  designing  drugs  capable  of

fighting, in one go, a host of diseases associated with ageng such as

neurodegeneration, cancer, osteoporosis, muscular atrophy, etc.

 

Read the full article 

Research news from France : Volcanoes Reveal

the Cooling of Mars 

The  mantle  of  Mars  is  possibly  cooling  by

30-40°C every billion years. Based on satellite

observations of the composition of the planet's



volcanic rocks, researchers from CNRS and the

Université  Paul  Sabatier  in  Toulouse  reached

this  conclusion  after  reconstructing  for  the

first time the thermal evolution of the planet over the past 4 billion

years.  

 

These values indicate that cooling is slower than on Earth (70-100°C

per billion years) and highlight the specific nature of our  planet,

where thermal evolution is affected by plate tectonics.  

 

The history of water and of climate evolution on Mars has received

considerable attention over the past few decades. However, the

evolution  of a  planet  needs  to  be considered in  its  entirety.  This

requires an understanding of the thermal and dynamic evolution of

the planetary interior in relation to volcanic or tectonic activity. The

link between magma chemistry and melting conditions was utilized

for Mars by researchers of the Astrophysics and Planetoloy Research

Institute at the Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées. 

 

The Gamma Ray Spectrometer on board the US Mars Odyssey mission

has produced maps of the abundance of several chemical elements on

the surface of Mars. These  results  make  it  possible  to precisely

reconstruct the thermal evolution of Mars, which appears to have

cooled  down  more  slowly  (30-40°C  per  billion  years)  than  Earth

(70-100°C per billion years). The reason for this probably lies in the

absence of plate tectonics on Mars.

 

This study also sheds light on the diversity of scenarios of planetary

evolution and makes it possible to understand why a planet's volcanic

activity eventually ceases. These results provide a  new framework

within which to tackle numerous questions such as the reasons for the

shutdown of Mars'  internal  magnetic  field 4 billion  years  ago, the

origin of crust of over 4 billion years, and the connections between

volcanism and the evolution of the physical and chemical parameters

of the Martian atmosphere.   

 

Read the full article  

These  findings  can also  be found in  the  journal  Nature  (advanced

online publication of 6 April 2011).

Award :  Laureates of  the First  CNRS Medal  of

Innovation revealed.

Economist  Esther  Duflo,  physicist  Mathias

Fink  and  robotics  specialist  François

Pierrot are the first ever laureates of the

CNRS  Medal  of  Innovation,  presented  on

April  27,  2011  by  Minister  of  Higher

Education and Research Valérie  Pécresse.

This  new  award  honors  individuals  whose  research  has  led  to

breakthrough technological, therapeutic or social innovations.



By rewarding Esther Duflo, Mathias Fink and François Pierrot, "CNRS

wished to honor three great scientists whose work reflects a cross-

cutting and integrative view of research", explains CNRS  president

Alain Fuchs. "This very open conception of research creates strong

links between several disciplines, results in technological innovations

and contributes to social progress." 

Three laureates for the first edition

Esther  Duflo,  37,  is  professor  at  the  Massachusetts  Institute  of

Technology  (MIT),  Boston.  This  former  student  of  Ecole  normale

supérieure is helping import the idea of real-world experimentation 

into  the  field  of  economics.  She  addresses  the  question  of

development through a combination of basic research and fieldwork,

bringing practical answers to fields as varied as health, education,

agriculture and access to credit.  

 

Mathias Fink, director of the Langevin Institute , invented the time

reversal mirror in the 1980s, a device capable of recording acoustic

or  sound waves before retransmitting them backwards. His  special

mirrors have since found many applications such as: sending undersea

messages  only  audible  to  a  sensor  placed  at  a  specific  point,  a

diagnostic  device  for  liver  diseases  based on another  of his  finds,

multi-wave imaging, etc.  

 

François  Pierrot,  from  the  Montpellier  Laboratory  of  Computer

Science, Robotics and Microelectronics, has already created several

revolutionary  robots. One of these  is  used on production  lines for

solar  panels  and  in  the  food  industry  ,  another  is  capable  of

performing  three-dimensional  ultrasounds,  and  a  third  is  skillful

enough to harvest skin for grafting.

 

Read the full article 

F

Event : "Café des Sciences" May 2011

"Les nouveaux défis de l'optique : à l'intersection

de l'astronomie, de la vie et de la communication"

 
 

Philippe Clémenceaux
NorthEast Sales Manager - Imagine Optics Inc 

 

Jean-Marc Delavaux 
Founder of Lybel, LLC  

Former Vice-president of Keopsys 

 

The debate will be held in French 

 



Wednesday, Mai 19  6:00 - 8:00 p.m

Cambridge Innovation Center

Havana Room 5th Floor 

1 Broadway 
CAMBRIDGE MA 02142

Networking reception to follow.

The event is free but RSVP is required

Partner's event : FACCNE 10th Annual Business

Award Event

FACCNE 10th Annual Business Award Gala 
Thursday, June 2 5:30 - 9:00 PM

The Langham Hotel

250 Franklin Street - Boston

More information and RSVP on the Event's website 

This  event  celebrates  the  rapidly  growing  importance  of  the

economic  presence of the varied and dynamic  affiliates of French

companies,  in Massachusetts and New England.

This year, the  FACCNE is proud to  honor  BioMérieux  , a  company

that  not  only  exemplifies  solid transatlantic  business  relations but

also works to alleviate public health problems worldwide.

More details... 

The  Ambassador  of France  to the  United  States, His  Excellency

François  Delattre,  will  attend  the  event  and  will  present  the

Business  Award  to  Alain  Mérieux,  Founder  of  bioMérieux  and

President-Directeur Général of Institut Mérieux.

  

Learn more about this year's event and awardee online at

www.faccnebusinessaward.com 

.

Innovation News, Breakthrough, Clusters

Updates and Events
Scientific Breakthrough

Combining Biowaste to Produce Quality Biogas

Innovation News

Hearing - New Cochlear Implants on the Market



within the Next Few Years 

 

 Slurry - A New Simple Energy-saving Treatment

Nanostructured Composite  Products  -  Ales  Ecole  des  Mines  Files  a

Patent in the US

Spotlight on French Regions

NUM3D - A Technological Platform Serving Business

A Center of Excellence in Clean Biotechnologies in the Marne

Events In France

Forum 4i - Innovation & Industry, a Winning Combination

Medtec  France  gathers  the  manufacturers  and  subcontractors  of

medical devices

Grants, Scholarships and Award

Research-Based University Chairs of
Excellence - Universities of Paris
(RBUCE-UP)  

RBUCE-UP  is  intended  to

recruit talented non-French

resident researchers for  2  years (incoming

mobility).  Two  types  of  fellows  are  being

recruited: juniors (20) and seniors (6).  

Recruitments are organized through 2 open calls in 2011 and 2012.

Research  fields  are  chosen  freely  by  applicants.  All  scientific

disciplines are possible as long as they match the activity of a host

laboratory.  

 

Incoming mobility means to be a non-French resident : 

� Not having spent more than 12 months in France during the last 3

years preceding the closing of the call for applications to which the

candidate answers (Short stays, such as holidays, are not taken into

account)

 

� French nationals living abroad are eligible  as long as they meet

the above criterion.  

 

More information on the RBUCE-UP's website 

Deadline to apply for the first call: June 30th, 2011

Breast  Cancers:  Curie  Institute  Launches

Three New Programs 

This year the public's generosity will allow the



Curie Institute to roll out three new PICS, the French acronym for

Incentive  and  Cooperation  Programs,  mainly  focused  on  breast

cancers. Each program, with 153,000 euros per year for three years,

has set a goal of addressing innovative and complementing aspects of

oncology.  

 

In addition to the award, a further sum is provided for the recipient

to visit a laboratory or research institution in France, if he or she is

American; in the United States, if French.

 

Deadline for application is April 30th

Learn more and apply (in French) 

 

Challenging Job offers in France
 

INSERM - Nantes 

Post-Doctoral  position  in  Bone  Tissue  Engineering.  The  candidate

should have a strong expertise in cell and molecular biology of human

mesenchymal stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells as well as

biomaterials in the context of bone tissue regeneration 

Learn more and apply 

ESRF - European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France

Post-doctoral fellow for  the High Brilliance and X-Ray Spectroscopy

Beamline  ID26.Candidates must  hold a  Ph.D. in Physics, Chemistry,

Geology or a related field. Very good skills in instrumentation (and

previous  research  related  to  electronic  structure  analysis  are

essential.

Learn more and apply 

European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)- Grenoble, France

Head of the Crystallization Facility .The EMBL Outstation is one of the

largest such facilities in Europe and serves over 200 PSB scientists as

well  as  external  users.  Three  years  post-doctoral  experience  in

structural biology or physical chemistry including protein purification,

crystallisation and structure determination is required. The candidate

must  be  able  to  demonstrate  a  special  interest  or  knowledge  in

protein crystallisation.

Learn more and apply

To browse various Science job offers in France, you can visit :

Nature website 

EuroScienceJobs.com   

Sincerely,

The Office of Science and Technology in Boston
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